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St. Paul's Episcopal Church, built in 18^7, was designed in 
prevailing "carpenters'" Romanesque style by Thomas A. Tefft, who was 
instrumental in the local development of that style, many prominent 
features of which are displayed in this building. As a translation of 
the Georgian meeting-house type%. the church in its original conception 
was reduced to the barest compositional elements./ The architect's 
drawings indicate a six-bayed nave beneath a gable roof with a cupola 
near the front, at the gable peak. The existing structure, however, is 
more complex and picturesque: a tower with bell turret and clock-faces 
rises to the left of the projecting central entrance-part of the tri 
partite fagade, and a narthex addition with rather crude detailing, 
further to the left (or east) completes the asymmetry. Horizontal 
clapbbarding (recently replaced) tends to decrease:the vertical effect 
of the front and of the tall, narrow arched openings and the corbel 
strips along the sides of the building. Wooden pilasters define -the side 
bays; a rosette window in the front gable is a later i#e:©irbion. (The 
contradictory and sometimes overly-assertive detailing found on the mato. 
church is absent on the small side chapel to the left: here, the door 
of the projecting entranceway is of proportionately small size;)Jiarge 
arched corbel tables are the only decoration on the entry and on the 
nave, except for a small rosette window (now painted over).

The arch motif of the exterior is carried on inside the church: 
the side walls have pilasters and corbel tablesj the altar railing, 
altar wainscoting, balcony railing and pews continue the blind-arch 
theme. The nave doors have heavy strap-hinges, as do the doors of the 
main exterior entrance. The balcony is supported frontally on thin 
cast-iron colonnettes and still contains some of the original pews  
the pews now used by the congregation on the main floor below are ap 
proximate replicas. The walls, which were probably originally beige, 
are now painted green, and most of the original translucent glass of 
the windows has been replaced by modern stained glass. The pulpit, 
altar and Bible-stand are of woodwork dating from about 1890. Large 
wall plaques commemorate former parishioners but unfortunately disturb 
the rhythm of the bays. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the in 
terior is the plain timber t£ftt*ing of the ceiling, a reminder of the 
austerity of the original conception of the church. Recently refinished, 
this timbering may originally have been flat-painted, and the balcony- 
front also refinished grained. The church structure has been given 
minor alterations or occasional refurbishment in the ways mentioned, but 
the basic integrity of its architecture remains.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE (Include Personages, Dates, Events, Etc.)

St. Paul f s Episcopal Church in Wickford is a well-preserved, if 
no longer pure, example of the re-use of Romanesque ecclesiogical arfcfti 
tecture in the XIX Century by an architect who was not only in the main 
stream of architectural development of the time, but who  a native 
Rhode Islander   gave his state many fine works during his short life 
(1826-185>9) * I* is in this sense that St. Paul's Church is a monument 
worthy of care: although the Romanesque style was gaining popularity in 
the late forties, Tefft was unique in his devotion to this style. Sim 
plifying the style without quite denaturing it, he adapted it for 
varied domestic, commercial and ecclesiological purposes. ^

Tefft ' s talent has been described by Margaret Ruth Little in her

[He was] not interested in ecclesiological correctness, for 
; his major concern was functionality. He advocated the crea 
tive interpretation of mediaeval styles, and felt that "... 
the adaptation of buildings to our present modes of worship 
with uninterrupted spaciousness and good acoustic qualities, 
has hardly been seriously attempted.*'

. His contribution can be seen as one of functional adaptation of 
a mediaeval style to current needs and means. St. Pail's Church ex 
hibits its spaciousness in its honest structural timbering and un 
hindered openness. With these, and its generous window areas, its sim 
plified mode of decoration, it achieves what Miss Little term® a "loose 
ness of massing" which here and in other Tefft buildings contributes to 
a flexible plan. St. Paul's Church deserves attention as a minor land 
mark of 19th-century architectural forms and freedom and as a major one 
in the small-scale townscape of Wickford.
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